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Introduction 

At the end of last year, Facebook was hit by two government-led antitrust lawsuits and 

four private class actions lawsuits that allege Facebook has illegally monopolized the 

markets for social networks.1 The Federal Trade Commission and a coalition of 48 States 

and Territories attorneys general brought the government-led lawsuits. All of these 

lawsuits allege that Facebook monopolized or attempted to monopolize markets for 

social networks by acquiring competitors—Instagram and WhatsApp— and by impeding 

the growth of other rivals by limiting their access to Facebook data. In this article, I 

summarize the complaints from the government-led matters and two class actions—

Sherman and Klein— regarding their allegations relating to relevant markets, market power, 

entry barriers, anticompetitive behavior, and theories of harm. These complaints raise 

economic issues—such as the presence of zero-prices, network effects, and 

                                                             
 
1 Complaint, Federal Trade Commission v. Facebook, Inc., 1:20-cv-03590 (D.C.) (“FTC complaint”); Complaint, State of New York et al v. Facebook, 

Inc., 1:20-cv-03589 (D.C.) (“State AGs’ complaint”); Complaint, Klein et al v. Facebook, Inc., 5:20-cv-08570 (N.D. Cal.) (“Klein complaint”); 
Complaint, Sherman et al v. Facebook, Inc., 3:20-cv-08721 (N.D. Cal.) (“Sherman complaint”); Dames et al v. Facebook, Inc., 5:20-cv-08817 
(N.D. Cal.) (“Dames complaint”); Kupcho v. Facebook, Inc., 4:20-cv-08815 (N.D. Cal.) (“Kupcho complaint”). The complaints refer to the 
relevant markets for social network market as the “personal social networking market”, “personal social networking services market”, 
“online social network market”,  or “social network market”. See, FTC complaint, ¶51, State AGs’ complaint, ¶26; Sherman complaint, 
¶145; Klein complaint, ¶52; Dames complaint, ¶53; Kupcho complaint, ¶33. 
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privacy/quality concerns—that antitrust practitioners will need to resolve as these cases 

develop. 

Relevant Markets 

The complaints filed against Facebook by the FTC, the State AGs, Klein class plaintiffs, 

and Sherman class plaintiffs (together “Complaints”) each allege that Facebook has 

harmed competition in relevant product markets for social networks in the United States. 

The Complaints explain that social networks are based around a social graph—i.e., “a 

virtual map of the vast web of connections between users”—and distinguish the social 

network from other on-lines services and other specialized networks, such as LinkedIn.2 

The Complaints explicitly exclude LinkedIn from the markets for social network because 

they claim it is meant for professional use and not for personal use.3 The two class 

actions complaints also claim that networks like LinkedIn are not social networks, in part, 

because they “are used in parallel to—rather than instead of—Social Networks.”4 

Similarly, all the lawsuits distinguish social networks from media platforms—e.g., 

YouTube, Spotify, Hulu, and Netflix— which they argue distribute media content for 

viewers’ consumption and are not based around a social graph. The class action 

complaints also exclude TikTok from their social network markets because they claim it is 

a social media service like YouTube.5 

The Sherman and Klein complaints also claim that Facebook participates in relevant 

markets for social media, which are distinct from the purported relevant markets for 

social networks.6 The social media market, according to the Klein complaint, “is the 

product market consisting of Social Media platforms and tools…that allow users of a 

given platform to communicate and deliver multimedia…to other users of the same 

platform.”7 According to the Sherman complaint, YouTube and TikTok also participate in 

the social media market.8  

In addition to the social network and social media markets, the Sherman complaint define 

a third relevant market: the digital display advertising market.9 The government-led 

                                                             
2 FTC complaint, ¶51-60; State AGs’ complaint, ¶26-38; Sherman complaint, ¶146-158; Klein complaint, ¶53-73. 
3 FTC complaint, ¶58, State AGs’ complaint, ¶34; Sherman complaint, ¶154; Klein complaint, ¶55. 
4 Both class actions complaints also cite the European Commission’s review of the Microsoft/LinkedIn Merger. See, Sherman complaint, 

¶154; Klein complaint, ¶55. 
5 Sherman Complaint, ¶157; Klein Complaint, ¶58. 
6 Sherman complaint, ¶159-160; Klein complaint, ¶63-73. 
7 Klein complaint, ¶63. 
8 Sherman complaint, ¶148. 
9 Sherman complaint, ¶161-164. 
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complaints allege that Facebook negatively affected advertisers but did not define a 

market for advertisers as customers.10 

The Complaints do not explicitly touch on questions of whether Facebook operates as a 

multi-sided platform. Facebook’s services have been described as multi-sided platforms 

by some commentators. 11 It would be interesting to see if multi-sided market questions 

arise as these cases develop. Three of the Complaints, however, do emphasize that the 

network effects between Facebook users and advertisers are indirect.12  

Market Power 

Analyzing whether Facebook has market power in the purported relevant markets is not 

straightforward because users do not pay for Facebook services. A commonly-used 

definition of market power—i.e., “the ability of a firm…to profitably charge prices above 

the competitive level”— does not generalize in a straight-forward manner to this setting 

with zero-prices.13 The Complaints do not put forward a definition of market power, but 

they discuss market power in this industry in terms of a firm’s ability to lower quality 

below the competitive level and they claim that there are indirect and direct evidence of 

Facebook’s market power.  

In terms of indirect evidence of market power, the FTC and Sherman and Kelin plaintiffs 

argue that Facebook’s purported dominant shares in purported social network markets 

combined with high entry barriers is evidence of market power.14  

In terms of direct evidence of market power, the State AGs’ and the Sherman complaints 

claim that Facebook’s alleged reduction in service quality is evidence of market power. 15 

As examples of reductions in service quality, both, the State AGs’ and the Sherman 

complaints allege that Facebook has reduced privacy protections and privacy options, 

increased collection of users’ data, increased saturation of ads, and reduced features and 

functionality qualities.16 The State AGs’ complaint also claims that “Facebook's 

                                                             
10 FTC complaint, ¶164-167; State AGs’ complaint, ¶251-254. 
11 See, e.g., Jørgen Veisdal, “The dynamics of entry for digital platforms in two-sided markets: a multi-case study,” Electronic Markets Vol. 30 

(2020): 539–556; Florence Thépot, Market Power in Online Search and Social Networking: a Matter of Two-Sided Markets, CLES Working Paper 
Series, UCL, April 2012, available at   https://www.ucl.ac.uk/cles/sites/cles/files/cles-4-2012new.pdf. 

12 FTC complaint, ¶67; State AGs’ complaint, ¶57; Klein complaint, ¶53-73. 
13 American Bar Association, Section of Antitrust Law, Market Power Handbook (2nd Edition), (2012) (“Market Power Handbook”), p. 

12. For a more general discussion on this matter, see, e.g., John M. Newman, “Antitrust in Zero-Price Markets: Foundations,” University of 
Pennsylvania Law Review Vol. 164 no. 1 (2015): 149-206, 
https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=9504&context=penn_law_review. 

14 FTC complaint, ¶64-67; Sherman complaint, ¶39-55; Klein complaint, ¶61-62. 
15 State AGs’ complaint, ¶233-242; Sherman complaint, ¶56-64. 
16 Id. 
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monopoly power is so strong that user engagement has not fallen even in the face of 

conduct that drives deep consumer dissatisfaction and mistrust of the company.”17  

Barriers to Entry 

All the Complaints claim that Facebook’s alleged dominant position is supported in 

part by entry barriers in the purported social network markets. 18 The Complaints 

claim that entry barriers arise from two factors: network effects and users’ high 

switching costs. The first factor—network effects—refers to the users’ preference for 

platforms that have a higher number of participants.19 Network effects may result in 

an entry barrier if new platforms face the challenge of attracting new users while still 

having few participants. 

The second factor mentioned by the Complaints—high switching costs—refers to 

the increased fixed costs users face when moving to a new social platform.20 For 

example, if a Facebook user tries to move to Twitter, she may need to create a new 

profile, find and invite other users, and learn how the new platform works. The 

government-led complaints allege that this type of switching cost is severe because it 

increases with time as Facebook users continuously interact with the platform.21  

The class actions complaints claim three additional reasons for why there may be high 

entry barriers. First, both complaints argue that Facebook’s actions limit interoperability 

and portability by making it harder for users to transfer data to other social networks, 

which creates a potential entry barrier for other platforms.22 Second, the Sherman 

complaint also claims that the “substantial amount of data [Facebook] has collected about 

its users and their activities” is another source of entry barriers.23 Third, the Klein 

complaint claims that competitors need sizeable capital investment to challenge 

Facebook.24  

                                                             
17 State AGs’ complaint, ¶244. In this argument, the State AGs imply that if a firm faces a low quality-elasticity of demand, it has market 

power. This argument resembles the idea that lower price elasticity of demand implies a higher Lerner Index and more market power. 
See, e.g., Market Power Handbook, pp. 53-54.  

18 FTC complaint, ¶65; State AGs’ complaint, ¶39-46; Sherman complaint, ¶46-55; Klein complaint, ¶75-90. 
19 FTC complaint, ¶65; State AGs’ complaint, ¶41; Sherman complaint, ¶47; Klein complaint, ¶77-78. Note that these network effects—

which may create entry barriers—refer to network effects between users, and not those between users and advertisers. 
20 FTC complaint, ¶66; State AGs’ complaint, ¶43-44; Sherman complaint, ¶47; Klein complaint, ¶77-78 
21 Id. 
22 Sherman complaint, ¶52; Klein complaint, ¶88. 
23 Sherman complaint, ¶53. 
24 Klein complaint, ¶85. 
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Anticompetitive Behavior 

All the Complaints allege that Facebook’s anticompetitive conduct are composed of two 

behaviors: 

1. Acquiring two platforms—Instagram and WhatsApp—that allegedly threatened 

Facebook’s business, and 

2. Impeding other platforms’ interconnectivity to Facebook.  

Except for the FTC, all the Complaints allege that Facebook’s 2014 purchase of 

WhatsApp for $19 billion was not economically rational and that this is additional 

evidence of the anticompetitive nature of Facebook’s actions.25  

The Complaints allege that Facebook was able to identify competitive threats early on 

and eliminate those threats. For example, the Complaints assert that Facebook purchased 

Onavo, a Israeli mobile analytics company, to identify competitors so that it could then 

“eliminate them through a strategy of copy, acquire, or kill.”26 The Complaints reference 

employee communications, including those involving Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg, 

that discuss Facebook’s alleged objective to reduce competition.27  

The class action complaints also claim that Facebook deceived users and that such 

actions should also be considered anticompetitive behavior.28 The Sherman complaint 

claims that Facebook “misrepresented its commitment to user privacy in order to gain 

and preserve market share” while the Klein complaint claims that “Facebook engaged in 

this continued pattern of deception with the specific intent to monopolize the Social 

Network and Social Media Markets.”29 Similar allegations regarding deception as an 

anticompetitive behavior are not found in the government-led complaints.  

Theories of Harm 

All the Complaints argue that Facebook’s allege anticompetitive conduct suppressed or 

hindered rivals’ growth in relevant markets for social network.30 The Complaints all allege 

that Facebook’s conduct affected users in three ways: 1) reduced innovation, 2) reduced 

consumer choice, and 3) lowered quality. Except for the Klein complaint, the Complaints 

also discussed the purported effects of Facebook’s conduct on advertisers.31 

Also, the State AGs’ and Sherman and Kelin plaintiffs claim that the purported lack of 

competition for social network services has 1) reduced the quality and variety of privacy 

options, and 2) increased the amount of data Facebook collects.32 For example, the Klein 

Complaint allege that Facebook’s conduct “extract[ed] supracompetitive rents from users 
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in the form of personal data and attention and deliver minimum, suboptimal privacy 

protections, and overall quality.”33 The FTC complaint does not explicitly mention any 

effects on privacy or user data collection.  

All of the Complaints—except for the Klein complaint—discuss harm to advertisers, 

although the FTC’s and State AGs’ complaints do not define relevant markets for 

advertisers.34 The Sherman complaint was the only complaint that defined a relevant 

market for digital advertisers and it claimed that digital advertisers were harmed “in the 

form of higher prices and lower quality.”35 

Conclusion 

The conduct of large tech firms has already attracted the antitrust attention of regulators, 

Congress, private parties, and academics, and the complaints summarized in this article 

may be part of a larger trend. The economic stakes will be high and the competition 

dynamics at issue are complex. For example, Facebook’s lawsuits already present 

unconventional economic issues—such as, but not limited to, zero-prices, direct and 

indirect network effects, and privacy matters. Careful economic analysis will be required 

to properly assess the pro- and anti-competitive consequences of Facebook’s and tech 

firms’ conduct. 

  

 

  

                                                             
25 Sherman complaint, ¶111, Klein complaint, ¶186. 
26 Klein complaint, ¶143-153; FTC complaint, ¶75; State AGs’ complaint, ¶137-148; Sherman complaint, ¶109,112-114, Lunden, Ingrid. 

“Facebook Buys Mobile Data Analytics Company Onavo, Reportedly For Up To $200M... And (Finally?) Gets Its Office In Israel,” 
TechCrunch, October 14, 2013. https://techcrunch.com/2013/10/13/facebook-buys-mobile-analytics-company-onavo-and-finally-gets-
its-office-in-israel/?guccounter=1. 

27 FTC Complaint, ¶5; State AGs’ complaint, ¶5-6,115-118 
28 Sherman Complaint, ¶78-80, Klein Complaint, ¶125. 
29 Sherman Complaint, ¶80, Klein Complaint, ¶125. 
30 FTC Complaint, ¶163; State AGs’ complaint, ¶247; Sherman complaint, ¶142,165-166; Klein complaint, ¶204-205,241,251. 
31 FTC Complaint, ¶164-167, State AGs’ Complaint, ¶251-253, Sherman Complaint, ¶119. 
32 State AGs. para 2, Sherman para 35. 
33 Klein Complaint, ¶86. 
34 FTC Complaint, ¶164-167, State AGs’ Complaint, ¶251-253. 
35 Sherman Complaint, ¶119. 
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